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Abstract—Recently, the flexible spin-lock model (FSLM) has
been introduced, unifying spin-based and suspension-based re-
source sharing protocols for real-time multi-core platforms.
Unlike the multiprocessor stack resource policy (MSRP), FSLM
doesn’t allow tasks on a core to share a single stack, however.

In this paper, we present a hypothesis claiming that for a
restricted range of spin-lock priorities, FSLM requires only two
stacks. We briefly describe our implementation of a dual stack
for FSLM in the Erika Enterprise RTOS as instantiated on an
Altera Nios II platform using 4 soft-core processors.

I. INTRODUCTION

The flexible spin-lock protocol (FSLM) introduced in [1]

unifies spin-based and suspension-based resource sharing pro-

tocols for real-time multi-core platforms by explicitly iden-

tifying the spin-lock priority as a parameter per core. FSLM

may significantly improve schedulability of systems compared

to traditional protocols [2], such as the spin-based multi-

processor resource policy (MSRP) [7] and the suspension-

based multiprocessor priority ceiling protocol (MPCP) [10].

Unfortunately, this improved schedulability comes at a cost.

In particular, the attractive property of MSRP for resource-

constrained embedded real-time multiprocessor systems that

tasks can share a single stack is no longer maintained.

In this paper, we claim that for a restricted range of spin-

lock priorities, FSLM requires only two shared stacks. In

addition, we briefly describe an extension of an existing

implementation of FSLM [3] with a dual stack in Erika

Enterprise [6], as instantiated on an Altera DE0 board from

Terasic [11] using 4 soft-core processors. Erika Enterprise is a

free of charge, open-source real-time operating system (RTOS)

implementation, which was originally developed for small-

scale OSEK/VDX [8] compatible embedded systems for the

automotive market, and natively supports MSRP.

II. A HYPOTHESIS FOR A DUAL SHARED STACK IN FSLM

The resource sharing rules for FSLM have been defined

in [1], assuming partitioned, fixed-priority preemptive schedul-

ing (P-FPPS), first-in-first-out (FIFO)-based global resource

queues and both non-nested as well as non-pre-emptive global

resource access, similar to MSRP and MPCP. These rules are

complemented with schedulability analysis for arbitrary but

fixed spin-lock priorities per core in [2].
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Unfortunately, a single shared stack on a core is not feasible

for FSLM whenever the spin-lock priority on that core is not

the highest priority. As an example, consider a task τi that is

preempted during spinning on a global resource R by a task

τj . When τi is granted access to R, it is immediately allowed

to execute its critical section, resulting in a preemption of τj ,

which implies interleaved executions of τi and τj .

Assuming πmax
Pk

and πspin
Pk

to denote the highest priority and

the spin-lock-priority on a core Pk, respectively, and πG
Pk

to

denote the highest resource ceiling of global resources on Pk,

we postulate the following hypothesis for FSLM.

Hypothesis 1. For a spin-lock priority πspin
Pk

in the range
[πG

Pk
, πmax

Pk
), FSLM allows the set of tasks on core Pk to

require only two stacks, i.e. tasks with a priority at most πspin
Pk

share one stack and the other tasks share another stack.

III. IMPLEMENTATION OF DUAL SHARED STACK IN ERIKA

Erika Enterprise utilizes RT-Druid [5], a dedicated tool-

suite providing a system modeler, code-generator plugins for

the open-source Eclipse framework [11] and schedulability

analysis plugins. The code-generator plugins of RT-Druid

are used for configuring both the application and the Erika

Enterprise kernel based on a user defined configuration file

written in the OSEK Implementation Language (OIL) [9]. The

OIL language, which is text based, is used to specify the RTOS

objects and properties such as tasks, resources and alarms that

are static and specified during compilation.

A. Task stack properties in Erika

We used the multi-core extension [4] with the “multistack”

configuration of the “BCC2” conformance class of the OO

(OSEK OS) kernel [6] of Erika Enterprise. Various objects

such as CPU object, OS object and Task object in the OIL

file allow for the specification of attributes that configure the

system and application as required. The OIL file allows for the

specification of the stack memory at the OS and task level.

1) CPU_DATA section: The OS object is usually con-

tained within the CPU object and is used for configuring the

OS attributes. In a typical multi-core system, it contains a

CPU_DATA section for every individual core in the system.

The MULTI_STACK attribute in that section is used to define

whether or not the system supports multiple stacks for the

application tasks. The attribute can be set to TRUE or FALSE.

We used a Nios-II [4] based hardware design, which allows

Erika to schedule the main() function as a background task



on a DUMMY_STACK. Hence, for a configuration without

MULTI_STACK support, the background and the application

tasks use the DUMMY_STACK as a shared common stack.
2) Task object: The task object is also contained within the

CPU object and is used for configuring the task properties. The

STACK attribute in the task object is used to specify if the task

uses a dedicated private stack or a shared stack. The attribute

can be set to PRIVATE or SHARED. Setting a private stack

also allows for the specification of an individual stack size

using the SYS_SIZE attribute.
3) Configuration file generation: RT-Druid generates con-

figuration files for each core in the system based on the at-

tributes specified in the OIL file. The eecfg.c and eecfg.h
files contain the stack definition for the core.

extern int __alt_stack_pointer;
#define __RTD_SYS_STACK_ADDRESS \

(int)(&__alt_stack_pointer)

EE_UREG EE_hal_thread_tos[EE_MAX_TASK+1] = {
0, /* dummy*/
0, /* task0*/
0, /* task1*/
1, /* task2*/
2 /* task3*/

};

struct EE_TOS EE_nios2_system_tos[3] = {
{(EE_ADDR)(__RTD_SYS_STACK_ADDRESS )},
{(EE_ADDR)(__RTD_SYS_STACK_ADDRESS- 3584 -36 )},
{(EE_ADDR)(__RTD_SYS_STACK_ADDRESS- 3840 -36 )}

};

EE_UREG EE_hal_active_tos = 0; /* dummy */

Listing 1: Example auto-generated multi-stack configuration

Listing 1 shows the auto-generated stack configuration in

eecfg.c for a core with 4 tasks. This configuration has been

created with tasks 0 and 1 sharing a stack while tasks 2 and

3 have private stacks. Since Erika by default allows for the

specification of only one shared stack per core, as seen in the

listing, all other tasks that are not a part of the default shared

stack must currently be allocated their own private stacks.

Hence, in the given example, there are 3 stacks in total.

B. Adding support for dual shared stack

Since the auto-generation of dual shared stacks in Erika is

currently unsupported, the generated configuration files have

to be modified manually to incorporate dual shared stacks for

FSLM. In order to leverage the existing single shared stack

per core support in Erika in the process, the following method

is employed to create dual shared stack:

• Since the tasks with priorities at most πspin
Pk

can share

a stack, their STACK attribute are set to SHARED. This

ensures that these tasks are automatically assigned to the

default common shared stack (DUMMY_STACK).

• Tasks with priorities higher than πspin
Pk

are defined with

STACK attribute set to PRIVATE, resulting in the auto-

generation of individual stacks for this group of tasks.

• After the completion of auto code generation by RT-

Druid, the stack properties of the group of private tasks in

the eecfg.c file are modified such that a second shared

stack is created; see Listing 2 for our example.

extern int __alt_stack_pointer;
#define __RTD_SYS_STACK_ADDRESS \

(int)(&__alt_stack_pointer)

EE_UREG EE_hal_thread_tos[EE_MAX_TASK+1] = {
0, /* dummy*/
0, /* task0*/
0, /* task1*/
1, /* task2*/
1 /* task3*/

};

struct EE_TOS EE_nios2_system_tos[2] = {
{(EE_ADDR)(__RTD_SYS_STACK_ADDRESS )},
{(EE_ADDR)(__RTD_SYS_STACK_ADDRESS- 3584 -36 )}

};

EE_UREG EE_hal_active_tos = 0; /* dummy */

Listing 2: Example modified dual stack configuration

Note that in Listing 2 the stack related data structures

EE_hal_thread_tos and EE_nios2_system_tos are

modified such that only one of the multiple private stacks

remain while all the tasks in the second group utilize that

stack, making it a second shared stack.

IV. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK

In this paper, we presented a hypothesis stating that for a

restricted range of spin-lock priorities, FSLM requires only

two stacks. Next, we briefly presented our implementation of

a dual stack for FSLM in the Erika Enterprise RTOS.
As future work, we plan to (i) prove our hypothesis for

FSLM, (ii) improve on our existing implementation of FSLM

in Erika Enterprise, and (iii) develop schedulability analysis

incorporating implementation overheads of FSLM.
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